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NIL ALAMOON, a filly by Nil Bedouin out of Nil Anablue, 20th of Mai 2012 

 
On 1st of Mai our mare Nil Anablue (Munjiz x Kadjouna de Nerak) has born her first foal, a 
healthy chestnut filly called Nil Alamoon. Nil Alamoon is a 100% pure Nile horse as her parents 
Nil Anablue and Nil Bedouin are both Nile bred. 
 

    Nil Alamoon at the age of 3 days. Foto Nile Arabians 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Legendary racing mare Unchainedd Melody with world record 
of 37 wins out of 38 starts in the US and United Arab 
Emirates. She won more than 20 Group races and has the 
best rating never registred with 140 on turf and 140 on dirt. 
 Foto: Van Lent 

 

Nil Alamoon is one of the first foals born out of a Munjiz daughter. The sire Munjiz is a Group I winner 
and his mother is the legendary mare Unchainedd Melody, born 1990 in the USA. Unchainedd 
Melody, later on renamed Alanood, is probably the Arabian race horse of the last century. Out of her 
38 races she won 37 and was three times the winner of the Group I „Dubai Kahayla Classic“, one of 
the most prestigious Arabian horse race worldwide. Her son Munjiz is still a young sire. But in 2011 he 
was with his first 3-year old crop already number three in the French stallion statistic behind Amer and 
Dormane. In 2012 he is currently the leading sire in France. 

Nil Alamoon’s father, the 1999 born bay stallion Nil Bedouin (Barour de Cardonne x Nil Tahani) is a 
proven race horse with 4 wins and black type placed on Group II and Group III level. His first offspring, 
the 2008 born Nil Ashal (Nil Bedouin x Nil Abiat) was a winner at the age of three at his first start in 
Germany. 

Probably the chestnut color of Nil Alamoon traces back to her grandfather Munjiz and his mother 
Unchainedd Melody. The leggy filly shows a good shoulder and croup with a well balanced neck 
which are known qualities of her mother line. Her movements and energy seems to originate by her 
father Nil Bedouin. 

 

 

 

 


